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Garden cities, and settlements and suburbs

modelled on them, represent a hugely significant

landmark in planning history and urbanism.

Developed largely in the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, they were inspired by a philosophy

which marked a radical response to

contemporary social and economic problems,

and they went on to influence the planning of

towns and cities in England and further afield.

These garden city settlements have proved

enduringly popular as places in which to live, but

today many of their most valued features are

under increasing pressure as ways of life and

planning policies change. This Policy Advice Note

outlines the key sources of pressure on these

environments and suggest ways of ensuring that

garden suburbs and garden city settlements

continue to be successful, thriving and viable

while conserving their intrinsic character and

value.

The challenge for all concerned with garden city

settlements is to develop ways of managing

change while at the same time ensuring that

their fundamental aesthetics, structure and

integrity remain intact. This is important, not just

for the continuing enjoyment of valued historic

landscapes, but also because garden city

settlements provide significant evidence for

today’s debate about housing provision and the

creation of sustainable communities. It is

possible that we have much to learn from the

planning experiment represented by the Garden

City movement, but only if we succeed in

understanding and protecting the special

character of these environments.

Letchworth Garden City

introduction
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The housing and environmental problems

associated with the massive expansion of English

towns and cities in the late 19th century

stimulated a number of important experiments in

urban and suburban development. Model

suburbs, such as Bedford Park in West London

(developed from 1875), and model villages like

Bournville and Port Sunlight, built by philanthropic

employers, were designed to provide good

housing in a pleasant

setting and to combine

the best features of town

living and the benefit of

country air and space. In

the case of the latter two,

local factories meant that

employees could cycle

from home or walk along

leafy avenues and have

the benefit of good

employment and decent

housing in pleasant

surroundings. Social

facilities were not ignored

in these settlements, and

buildings were provided to allow community

organisations to flourish.

The Garden City movement built on these

experiments, but envisaged a much more radical

2

what is a garden city

or garden suburb?

approach and a more ambitious scale. In 1899

Ebenezer Howard founded the Garden City

Association (which later became the Town and

Country Planning Association) to campaign for

decent homes in well planned sustainable

communities. The elements which encapsulate

Howard’s philosophy are represented and

summarised by his ‘Three Magnets’ diagram,

which sets out the advantages and

disadvantages of different living and working

environments. The town was associated with

social opportunity and well lit streets, but equally

with unemployment, high rents, poor housing

and pollution; while the country, although
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Left: Ebenezer Howard’s 

‘Three Magnets’ diagram

Right: Brentham 

Garden Suburb

Left: Port Sunlight

‘A garden city is a town planned for
industry and healthy living, of a size that
makes possible a full measure of social
life, but not larger, surrounded by a
permanent belt of rural land; the whole 
of the land being in public ownership or
held in trust for the community.’

From C.B Purdom: Town Theory and Practice. Benn Brothers, 1921



enjoying the benefits of fresh air, bright sunshine

and space, suffered from low wages and social

isolation. The third magnet represented ‘town-

country’, which was portrayed as having the

advantages of both and the problems of neither.

In essence the idea of the garden city was to

have decent housing in well planned, spacious

communities of limited size, with ease of access

to work, shops, transport and, of course, the

countryside. Importantly, residential and non-

residential uses were separated, thus improving

conditions in residential areas: ‘bright homes and

gardens, no smoke, no slums’.

One of the most important elements of garden

city settlements is the relationship between

landscape and buildings. The settlements are

characterised by carefully designed landscapes

with generous open space. This provides the

setting for well built houses, often of good

architectural quality and set in

spacious gardens, and facilities –

places of worship, shops,

community buildings – designed

to serve a range of needs. Sir

Frederic Osborn called this

‘democratising design’.

Howard’s ideas were most

clearly expressed in a handful of

new garden cities. The first,

Letchworth Garden City, was

begun in 1904, based on a

masterplan by Barry Parker and

Raymond Unwin, and developed

by First Garden City Ltd. Welwyn

Garden City, some 20 miles from

London, was developed from

1920. The settlement model,

3

applied to whole towns and to parts of towns,

formed the basis for 20th century planning and

has become one of the most enduring and

successful spatial development patterns. After

close to a century, garden city landscapes are

now mature and are highly valued.

Part of the ‘Model Village’ at Welwyn Garden City

Above: Letchworth 

Garden City

Left: Hampstead 

Garden Suburb
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The world today is a very different place to that

which saw the creation of garden cities and

garden city settlements. The radical changes in

the way we live – the distances we travel on a

daily basis, the ways in which we undertake

journeys, our expectations of how we organise

our domestic life, the resources at our disposal to

do this – have had a dramatic impact on our

environment, both globally and at the most local

level. Garden cities and garden city settlements

are subject to all these changes, and to some

disproportionately; and there is now a clear danger

that changes will lead to the loss of that identity

which makes people want to live in these places.

The central question in relation to the future of

garden cities and garden city settlements is: how

can change be accommodated without

destroying the character of their distinctive

environments? Many changes are, at an

individual level, minor and insignificant, but their

cumulative effect can challenge the integrity of

the garden city environment.

Hampstead Garden Suburb

Research undertaken by the Town and Country

Planning Association has investigated this issue,

seeking to understand the pressures which these

areas are experiencing. The research posed four

key questions:

l What are the essential elements of these

environments that are worthy of

conservation?

l What are the main pressures at work?

l How effective are present conservation

measures?

l How can we best guide future development?

This Policy Advice Note draws on this research 

to offer a set of recommendations for good

practice in the conservation and management of

garden city settlements. A further publication,

Garden City Settlements and their Future: Project

Log, which details empirical and case study

material gathered over the course of the

research, is available as online at

www.tcpa.org.uk/.

care and

management3
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Generic conservation polices and references in

Supplementary Planning Documents do not

always carry enough weight, or go into sufficient

detail, to ensure that unwanted development can

be controlled. Restrictive covenants, which

operate in some of the case studies that this

research has looked at, provide a more robust

approach for dealing with incremental change and

have been relatively successful at Bournville and

Welwyn Garden City. It is important to

differentiate between the role of the statutory

planning authority, which operates through

national planning legislation, and the ground

landlord (as in the case of Hampstead Garden

Suburb) who, through leases and covenants or

schemes of management, exert controls where

residential leaseholds have been purchased.

Legal instruments such as Article 4 Directions

attempt to mitigate the negative effects of off-

street parking, replacement windows and

boundary treatments but are not always

successful in achieving lasting, robust or

desirable outcomes.

The need for new housing is undeniable, and

government projections and current planning

policy indicate that, to meet demand,

construction must accelerate to achieve a

There are a number of sources of pressure which have the potential to alter the character and

essence of garden city suburbs and settlements, as considered below.

national target of 240,000 new dwellings per

annum by 2016. The growing pressure to

accommodate additional housing seeks an outlet

through new building at higher densities than

those originally advocated by Howard. These

higher densities will be applied not only in new

housing developments, but also through

‘densification’ of existing residential areas by

infilling open land, including gardens. Garden city

settlements are not immune from the pressure

to accommodate additional housing.

Some garden city settlements have some

protection from development owing to their

situation. Silver End, in Essex, effectively self-

polices itself by virtue of being within the village

envelope identified in the local plan and being

surrounded by protected open countryside and

agricultural land. These controls mean that any

pressure for development is minimised. On a

Lack of effective 
controls

Meeting the need 
for housing

5

Letchworth Garden City

sources of pressure

4
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larger scale, Letchworth Garden City may be

immune from densification (since covenants on

the properties there restrict development to one

house per site).

Other settlements are more vulnerable, however,

especially in the light of the emerging regional

spatial strategies for the Greater South East,

which envisage a significant increase in house

provision. Welwyn Garden City, both a garden

city and an expanded town, faces acute pressure

for more housing, and there is concern that

higher densities will result in developments that

are out of keeping with the historical and

architectural integrity of the garden city. The city

has a number of significant sites that have

become vacant through the re-organisation of

secondary schools, through a reduced demand

for playing fields, and through the release of

brownfield industrial sites for redevelopment. The

borough is now part of a government Growth

Area, and so the pressure for development is

likely to increase.

For North Hertfordshire District Council and the

Letchworth Garden City Heritage Foundation, the

challenge represented by densification takes a

different form. Even though covenants restrict

the number of houses on a site, there is still

pressure to increase densities by building

upwards, in houses/apartment blocks of three or

more storeys. The fundamental debate is

whether such new development is consistent

with maintaining the overall character of the

original Garden City, with its small-scale, two-

storeyed properties that are sympathetic and

subordinate to their surroundings.

Economic and social change is characteristic of

every urban and suburban area within England.

During the 1970s and 1980s, ‘Right to Buy’

schemes led to many houses within garden city

settlements being sold on the open market rather

than to existing tenants. This had a knock-on

effect. Braintree District Council’s Supplementary

Planning Guidance Silver End Conservation Guide

(available at www.braintree.gov.uk/NR/rdonlyres/

E2CC8910-B6B2-4551-8DA5-4E912ED9F846/0/

SilverEndConservationGuide.pdf) notes that

‘unfortunately the unified planned appearance of

Silver End in Essex has been eroded over the

years. Much of the pressure for change has

resulted from the Local Authority’s scheme to sell

houses individually, in line with national policy.’

Because the houses were no longer under the

control of the local authority or trust, physical

constraints slackened, and home-owners made

alterations to their properties that were not

always in keeping with the character of the

surrounding area. Repairs, replacements and the

search for individuality can adversely affect the

character of these settlements.

Garden city settlements were designed to have a

mix of housing types and tenure and therefore to

a certain extent are able to accommodate

changes in housing need. The houses are,

however, becoming increasingly unaffordable.

Owing partly to their pleasant spacious nature,

and partly to good transport links, both Brentham

Garden Suburb and Hampstead Garden Suburb,

in West and North London, respectively, are

prime examples of this. Both have excellent

access to the London Underground network and

are known for good-quality housing stock with

considerable architectural merit. The layout of

long-established greens and commons, mature

trees and spacious gardens all mean that they

are recognised as increasingly attractive and

popular places in which to live. Related to this is

the pressure to subdivide properties into smaller

units in order to make housing more affordable.

The impact is twofold. First, there is the potential

Home-ownership 
and affordability

Letchworth Garden Cityp
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for overcrowding and backdoor densification; and,

secondly, and more importantly in this context,

different ownership brings with it the desire to

alter the character of a building.

Subdivision requires internal alterations, in

particular the re-arrangement of internal walls.

Properties in the Model Village in Welwyn Garden

City have been subdivided into flats. This type of

re-arrangement is also causing some concern in

Port Sunlight, where internal walls of listed

buildings are being removed or altered without

listed building consent. While this may not

necessarily be evident from the outside of the

property, it interferes with the historical integrity of

the property and the village as a whole. Because

they may not externally evident, it is difficult to

monitor such changes and take appropriate action

when the works are unauthorised.

Some garden city settlements were built by local

authorities and until recently have been

maintained by them. Unfortunately, maintenance

has sometimes been piecemeal and lacking a

long-term strategy. In Wythenshawe, in Greater

Manchester, the garden city suburb laid out by

Manchester City Council in the 1930s is

experiencing a growing demand for owner-

occupied housing, but some of the greatest

pressures stem from maintenance and

ownership of the housing stock. Little care and

attention has been given to ensuring that the

integrity of the suburb survives, and only the

layout gives an indication as to the suburb’s

origins. The majority of roads and open spaces

have lost their original detailing, and maintenance

is undertaken by contractors to the City Council.

One of the greatest challenges is to support local

authorities in identifying suitable maintenance

methods which assist in retaining detail. Such a

policy needs to be implemented across a local

authority and its contractors so that the worth

and merit of a location is understood.

The needs of residents change over time. Some

of the original houses within garden city

settlements are small, and residents are

demanding larger internal spaces. A buoyant

housing market means that it is often cheaper to

adapt houses than move, and builders and

developers exploit the potential for large profits

by buying and extending or upgrading houses.

Changing employment and social expectations

are resulting in residents wanting greater space

so that they can work at home. The pressure for

additions to properties is therefore increasing,

and, when carried out by individual householders,

Local authority 
ownership and
maintenance of
garden city
settlements

Welwyn Garden City

Extensions
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extensions can vary in character, with a potential

loss of the planned character of the settlement as

a whole. The cumulative effect of rear extensions,

roof dormers and other non-original extensions is

unsettling and can result in a visual imbalance, as

well as affecting the character, context and grain

of a street or series of buildings.

Many of the boundary treatments within garden

city settlements add to their architectural quality

and assist in providing an interesting and varied

streetscape. The integrity of the settlements’

design depends upon the retention and good

maintenance of original boundaries, whether

these be privet hedges, wooden picket fences or

other original detailing, for these frame not only

buildings and groups of buildings but the wider

streetscape. In many settlements boundaries are

being removed, and in Letchworth Garden City

front hedges are being replaced by other forms

of boundary such as fences and brick walls. In

Brentham Garden Suburb hedges are being

poorly managed, and wooden gates are replaced

by more modern designs that require less

maintenance. These alterations may appear

insignificant but the cumulative effect can be

great, and the result is that the overall street

scene changes and the character of the

settlement begins to be eroded.

Most families now have at least one car, and

some have many more. The garden suburb was

designed when cars were an exception rather

than the rule, and small garages with perhaps

room for one car were provided in the larger

detached and semi-detached properties only.

Terraced properties or those clustered around a

landscaped area did not have this luxury, and the

impact of this today is immense. Small front

gardens are now being converted to hardstandings

to alleviate the pressure on limited parking

provision, and the impact of this is twofold. First,

the original garden space which adds to the

streetscape and frames buildings is lost; and,

secondly, the addition of tarmac and hard

surfaces increases surface run-off in rainfall

events, therefore exacerbating flooding.

In recognition of these cumulative impacts, and

of the need to adapt to the climate change

Changes to front 
gardens and the
addition of
hardstandingsBoundary 

treatments

Hampstead Garden Suburb
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consequence of heavier rainfall within a short

period, the Government has introduced changes

to general permitted development rights. These

changes, which took effect on 1 October 2008,

require planning permission for new impermeable

surface paving of over 5 square metres in area on

front gardens. The Government has also

published guidance to advise householders on

options for permeable surface materials.

Supplementary Planning Documents in some

locations provide guidance and advice on

acceptable forms of designs for converting front

gardens to hardstandings, and there are many

successful examples, not just in garden city

settlements but in Conservation Areas.

Incorporating the car sympathetically off-street

can assist in reducing car clutter on a settlement-

wide basis.

As already outlined, increased car-ownership is

evident all around, with many streets scarred by

the impact of the car. The cumulative effect of

cars on the streetscape can jar the overall rhythm

of a row of properties which were designed to be

seen in a green setting. If properties do have

garages then they are often too narrow for

modern cars. Cars parked on the street interrupt

views and vistas which are part of the character

of many garden city developments. In some

places, the narrow roads encourage motorists to

park on pavements, and this can not only create

a hazard to pedestrians but also damage

landscape surfaces.

As with many 20th century settlements, garden

city areas show a decreasing reliance on a

community centre or community hub. Such

buildings, often occupying a strategic position

within settlements, were once at the heart of

garden city communities, offering a place 

where residents could gather for social and

official purposes. Today, their declining use means

that maintenance is sometimes minimal,

beginning a cycle of deterioration and leading

ultimately to more drastic solutions, either

closure and demolition or expensive renewal. This

in turn can lead to wider social problems for the

community as there is then no focal point, and

both a sense of place and a sense of community

are lost.

9

Threat to 
community facilities

Parking, car-
ownership, car
clutter, and
damage to
landscape and
views

Letchworth Garden City
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The majority of garden city settlements have

matured well, owing in part to good planning and

design of the overall scheme and well designed

planting arrangements. With increased age come

the problems of maintenance and management,

and when certain elements of a carefully

orchestrated landscape require removal this can

impact on the whole of the streetscape and

planned vistas. It is essential that maintenance of

shared open spaces is a key priority for local

councils, as nurtured public space contributes to

enhancing the surrounding architecture and

providing a sense of well-being, as well as

encouraging people to recreate and enjoy the

landscape in which they live.

The maintenance of shared spaces often

contributes to the overall feel and character of a

settlement. If maintenance is outsourced by the

local authority this can often result in declining

standards and in the general decay of the planting

and green areas. The very raison d’être of garden

city settlements is that they combine the best of

town and country, and good management of

shared green space with mature trees, shrubs

and planting schemes is vital to maintaining the

essence of a garden city landscape.

Long-term, sustainable conservation of garden

city environments depends upon wide public

sign-up and understanding of their qualities. The

first generations of residents were certainly

conscious of what the garden city ideal

represented and of the part that their settlement

played in this planning experiment. Time,

however, has caused us to forget some of this,

and there is a danger that, for many new

residents, the uniqueness and importance of

garden city settlements will be less prominent

than the fact that they offer a pleasant residential

environment. Ensuring that residents, business

and the wider community understand the

historical legacy of their surroundings helps to

foster an appreciation of the built and natural

beauty in which they live and recreate. Education

on the importance of maintenance, and of

sympathetic changes, is essential in order to

prevent the essence of garden city settlements

being diluted and ultimately lost.

Sympathetic maintenance and repair of the

historic fabric depends upon the availability of a

range of traditional craft skills and of suitable

replacement features. Both are in short supply,

and home-owners are often faced with

unenviable choices: the best solutions are, for

many, unaffordable, and recourse is made to

cheaper and less appropriate options. Training in

craft skills and the engagement of relevant local

suppliers and larger national chains are essential

in order to provide realistic options to home-

owners. If there are affordable features such as

windows and doors which assist in maintaining

the overall integrity of a building, inferior designs

and materials which are out of keeping can more

successfully be rejected.

Craft skills and the 
availability of
appropriate designs
and materials

Increasing 
maturity/ageing of
landscapes and
maintenance of
shared spaces

Culture change – 
loss of awareness of
the value and
significance of
garden city
environments
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1 Make greater use of existing powers

l Local authorities should respond to all cases of unauthorised development (no matter

how small) in sensitive areas: monitoring of change and enforcement are essential.

l Local authorities should develop and employ a suitable methodology to monitor

change and condition, for example through a score card system (see E. Booth and 

D. Pickles: ‘Measuring change in conservation areas’. Context, 2005, Vol. 89, 20-2).

l Local authorities should assess garden city settlements with a view to creating new

Conservation Areas.

l Local authorities, trusts and other agencies should produce comprehensive design

guides to assist home-owners in the care, maintenance and alteration of properties.

Headline recommendations

Recommendations

l Local authorities should review and identify garden city settlements and

where appropriate designate as necessary.

l A ‘Forum for Garden City Settlements’ should be established, with the

remit of sharing knowledge and expertise and fostering a greater

understanding of the principles of garden city settlements and their

intrinsic value.

l Local authorities should ensure that there is an up-to-date Conservation

Area Appraisal in place and should undertake assessments to establish

the application of Article 4 Directions.

Pressures on the quality of the various garden city environments are relentless, but ways need

to be found to mitigate the effect of changes so that the special nature of the historic

environment is retained and enhanced. At a time when so much of present housebuilding is of

a poor standard, both internally and externally, extra efforts should be made to conserve places

of enduring worth.There is no panacea, but a common recognition of the problems and the

sharing of experience will help to find ways to safeguard their future.

advice

5
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2 Obtain more legal powers and resources

l Empower trusts to a greater extent to reduce grounds for legal

challenges in the courts.

l Improve access for trusts and residents’ groups to grants and

funding schemes.

l Efforts should be made to review the taxation system to

support expenditure on heritage.

4 Adopt an integrated approach to 
conservation planning

l Ensure there is a regular interchange of experience and ideas

between local authorities on appeals and emerging policies

through a ‘Forum for Garden City Settlements’.

l Promote more vigorously the value of these settlements, not

only for their historical significance but also for the lessons

which they can provide for future planning.

l Record and classify the characteristics of garden city

settlements and extend the range to include lesser known

developments.

3 Engage more fully with relevant 
stakeholders

l Encourage the formation of residents’ groups as a means of

influencing and steering change and raising shared awareness

of the interest and importance of the special historic character

of garden city settlements.

l Educate and clarify residents and developers about the

respective roles of local authorities and trusts through

publications and dissemination.

l Engage commercial suppliers – for example DIY suppliers – to

improve the quality and suitability of products through holding

meetings and disseminating guidance to local suppliers.

l Provide evidence of the economic benefits of careful

conservation and retention of historic character through

engaging with local estate agents and identifying the financial

benefits of using sound materials and sympathetic

replacements.

l Local authorities and landlord trust bodies should raise

awareness among owners, residents and curators of the

interest and importance of garden city settlements, through

‘home-owners’ information packs’ and publications for visitors.
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The task ahead is not necessarily about finding

something new but about establishing what

already works and what experience can be

shared and applied elsewhere. Long-term

aspirations that should underpin not only the

future of garden city settlements, but the future

of all settlements include the idea of sharing

rising land values which was central to Howard’s

original plan. The importance of dedicated funds

to champion and enhance garden city

settlements is also crucial to their continued

success and status, whether this be through a

government or Big Lottery Fund initiative or

through private enterprise.

It is vital to appreciate that the residents of

garden city settlements have chosen to live there

partly because of their intrinsic character and

value. Residents arguably have the greatest stake

in successfully conserving the environment, and

a strong sense of community is apparent in most

garden city settlements. This needs to be 

nurtured and supported by policy and

management.

Many of the recommendations which have

emerged from the TCPA research project are

aspirational in nature and express a general need

for collective action to address the issues faced

by garden city settlements. The recommendations

are not, unfortunately, backed up by additional

resources, in terms of funding, skills and

availability of staff (a Project Log detailing

empirical and case study material gathered over

the course of the project is available online as a

further resource at www.tcpa.org.uk/ ). The

recommendations do, however, indicate where

action is most urgently required in order to

sustain garden cities for the next hundred years,

and to ensure that they remain thriving, viable

and mixed communities.

The role of local authorities lies at the centre of

the issue, and one of the most effective forms of

protection for garden city settlements will be the

development by each local authority of a long-term

strategy which acknowledges their significance

and provides robust protection. This should be

linked in to local planning authorities’ emerging or

adopted Local Development Frameworks to

ensure consistency in approach and establish a

sound planning basis for decision-making. It is

also vital to ensure that a thorough and up-to-

date analysis of the local historic environment is

available. English Heritage is promoting Historic

Area Assessment as a means of informing

decision-making on future land use and spatial

planning (see Understanding Historic Areas:

Guidance, due to be published by English

Heritage in late 2008/early 2009). Only by

ensuring that we understand the importance of

garden city settlements can proper planning and

sensitive development occur to provide homes

for the next generation. The creation of decent

homes in sustainable communities was, after all,

the original purpose of these settlements.

the way forward

6

Welwyn Garden City
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